Gliding Zhuyin

a novel Zhuyin input method
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Motivation

Traditional Zhuyin input method on tablet has many existing problems now.

We hope to develop a easier way to use it, and make a progress on it.
Introduction

We call it “Gliding Zhuyin” because whatever you do is through gliding.

Draw line to input, and move like a gesture.
Functionality

- Basis: You start from an initial, and drag to a vowel.
- Phonemes like “ㄧ”, “ㄨ”, “ㄩ” are recognized by the middle space through some defined track.
- Tones are also recognized by track.
- Words completion (gcin)
Basis
Special Recognition

“—” is recognized here
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"/" is recognized here
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"ㄩ" is recognized here
Tones

end point
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